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1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea to study infinite matrices whose entries are the coefficients of the 
powers of a given formal series is rather old and dates back at least to 
Schur’s posthumous papers on Faber polynomials [39-41]. 
In 1953, Jabotinsky reconsidered Schur and Shiffer’s [38] work on the 
subject and developed a systematic study of these matrices [20]. Since then, 
several applications confirmed that Jabotinsky matrices are a useful tool in 
computational analysis and in the theory of formal series (see, e.g., 
[ 16, 17, 21, 251). 
However, there exists a totally different motivation in order to undertake 
this kind of study. Not long ago, moving from considerations on the umbra1 
calculus-the operator calculus associated with polynomial sequences of 
Sheffer type [ 1, 13, 28, 32, 36, 37]-the authors of [l] were led to introduce 
a class of matrices which turns out to be an extension of that studied by 
Jabotinsky. These matrices, called “recursive matrices,” can be cogently 
interpreted as matrices of integer evaluations of polynomial sequences of 
Sheffer type as well as matrices representing the groups of umbra1 and shift- 
invariant operators, respectively. 
A self-contained theory of recursive matrices has been worked out in [2] 
and provides generalized versions of Jabotinsky’s results; on the other hand, 
it can be used (see, e.g., [3]) to extend and simplify the umbra1 calculus and 
some related topics as, for example, the theory of binornial functions 
[29-321. 
The purpose of the present paper is to contribute to the higher-dimensional 
reformulation of [2]. This program is to be at least twofold since it has to 
reflect the fact that, in the multivariate case, two different definitions are 
available for the algebra of Laurent series. 
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In a parallel paper [4], we are concerned with the former part of this 
project. We adopt the more traditional definition and succed in extending the 
theory even to infinite dimensional cases; furthermore, we show that it 
represents the appropriate tool to construct a multivariate operator calculus 
caulking the umbra1 calculus. 
Here, we work out the latter part of the program. We place ourselves in a 
finite dimensional setting and assume a definition which yields algebras 
wider than those of [4]; it follows that the theory we get is more general and, 
hence, it provides a body of new applications. More strikingly, this approach 
allows us to deal with the functional inversion of a set of series which are not 
necessarily power series, that is, having variables with some negative 
exponents. 
Besides achieving a characteristic-free treatment, the main features of the 
theory developed in [2-4] are perhaps its conciseness and simplicity. Though 
the present extension forces us to modify the role of some of the concepts 
introduced in our previous papers and, therefore, the methods we use are 
essentially new, we submit that they turn out to be very simple anyway. 
We believe that recursive matrices are a useful tool to unify and cut short 
a body of ideas and computations coming from rather different sources. To 
support our conviction, we conclude the paper by a section of applications; 
we choose from the literature some relevant results and show how they rest 
on simple constructions with recursive matrices. 
2. THE ALGEBRA OF FORMAL SERIES 
Let A be a commutative integral domain and let U, be the group of units of 
A. Following along the lines of [35], we consider the A-module r of all 
formal series in the variables ri,..., r, of the form 
u=m d,+ . +d,=u 
where the summations Cd, + . . . + d, have a finite number of nonzero entries, 
ad,,...,d, are coefficients belonging to A and m is an integer which will be 
denoted by w(o). 
Setting d = (d, ,..., d,) E L”, w(d) = d, + . e. + d,, and rd = ny= I rfi, we 
will frequently write 
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Furthermore, we will adopt the following notational conventions: 
(0 (dIa)=a,; 
(ii) ei = (ali,..., S,J E L”; 
(iii) -d = (-d, ,..., 4,) E Z”; 
(iv) 0 = (O,..., 0) E L”; 
(v) ad=.~=la~, where d=(d, ,..., d,)EZ” and a=(a, ,..., a,)EP. 
Under ordinary multiplication, I” is a commutative ring, without zero 
divisors. The additive and multiplicative identities of r will be denoted by 5 
and u, respectively. It is easily seen that a series a is a unit of .r if and only if 
it is of the form 
a = UdTd + 6, 
where ad E II! and w(E) > w(d). If that is the case, the multiplicative inverse 
of a is the series, 
a -1 = c (-l)k(adrd)-k-‘8k, 
k=O 
and, hence, w(a - ‘) = -w(a). 
An it tuple a = (a, ,..., a,,) E P is said to be a diagonal delta set whenever 
the ats are of the form 
ai = aiti + Bi, ai E u, w(c$) > 1, 
for every i= 1, 2,..., II. We remark that our definition is more general than 
Roman’s since the 6:s need not be power series. 
If a is a diagonal delta set, w(a”) = w(d) for every d E Z”; this implies 
that, for every series, 
p = c bdTd E I-, 
d 
the functional composition 
/30a=~bdad, 
d 
is well defined and belongs to I-. 
Given two diagonal delta sets a and p, the n tuple, 
a 0 P = (a, 0 P,..., a, 0 P), 
is again a diagonal delta set. More precisely, the collection d(r) of all 
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diagonal delta sets is a monoid under functional composition whose identity 
is the set 
T = (7, )...) ZJ. 
Furthermore. we have 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. (d(T), 0) is a group. 
Proof (Sketch). Let a = (ai ,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set; we want to 
prove the existence of a left inverse of a. We formally write 
af=x ad fTd 
d ’ 
for everyfE Z”, 
Pi= C bh,iTh for every i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
h:wW>O 




The set of conditions 
CL= 1 if k=ej, 
=o otherwise, 
for every k E Z”, w(k) = 1, is equivalent to 
bej,iaei,ei = 1 if i = j, 
=o otherwise, 
Cci) 
and, therefore, we get 
bei,i = (aei.ei)-' if i= j, 
=o otherwise. 
For every m E N, m > 1, the set of conditions, 
Ck = 0, kEt”,w(k)=m, 
is formally equivalent to 
bksiak,, = - 2 b,,iak,, for every k E Z”, w(k) = m. (Cd 
h: w(h) < m  
If we prove that for every m E N, (C,) is, in fact, a finite system of 
nontrivial one-indeterminate linear equations, the statement follows. For 
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m = 1, the preceding assertion is true. Suppose it is true for every p E N, 
p < m. This implies that we can construct our solution pi, i = 1, 2,..., n, with 
I{b,,ifO;w(h)=P}I < CO 
for every p < m and, hence, all but a finite number of the summations, 
r bh.iak.h~ 
h:w;i;;<rn 
k E Z”, w(k) = m, 
are trivial, that is, they have only zero entries; furthermore, these 
summations are finite anyhow. Thus, (C,) reduces to a finite set of 
nontrivial one-indeterminate linear equations. 
By a similar argument, one proves the existence of a right inverse. Since 
(d(T), 0) is monoid, this completes the proof. 1 
3. Two LEMMAS ON FORMAL SERIES 
In order to realize that the following assertion hold in a characteristic-free 
setting, it is sufficient to remark that they concern integral polynomial 
expressions in the coefficients of the series. Hence, without loss of generality, 
we perform our proofs in the case when A is a field of characteristic zero. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let a1 ,..., ak be a series in r, k < n. Set 
A = (zji ajiaJ, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
We have 
(OIdetA)=O. 
ProoJ: We have 
(0 j det A) = 1 det(rjibi LJjizgi), 
where the summation ranges over the finite set of all k-tuples (g, ,..., gk), 
gi = (gi,l T-*.3 g,,,) E Z”, such that 
gi + *.. +g,=o 
and 
bi = (gi 1 ai) + 0. 
Now 
det(rjib, ajiTgi) = i b, det(g,,jj 
i=l 
and the last determinant is zero. 1 
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(3.2) LEMMA. Let a = (a, ,..., a,,) be a diagonal delta set. Set 
P(a) = det(zja;’ a,a,). 
We have 
(0 1 a”P(a)) = 1 if d = 0, 
=o otherwise. 
Prooj Suppose d = (d, ,..., d,) # 0, then 
(0 1 a”P(a)) = (0 / (fi d,) -’ det(zj ajari)) = 0, 
by Lemma (3.1). Let us consider the identities, 
= zjajlog 1 + A- ) 
c 1 aizi 
vial:’ a,a, = zi 
go (-Uk (5)“) 
X [ai (I+$) +airfai&] (airi)-’ 
n 
= 1 + Ti ai log 
i 1 
1 + 2 . 
I 1 
Now, suppose d, = 0. We can expand 
(0 / a”P(a)) = (01 det A,) + (01 det A,), 
where 
A, = (gaff-’ ajai), i, j = 2, 3 ,..., n, 
A,= 
. . . r,a,log 
Iterating this argument and recalling Lemma 3.1, we get the assertion. 1 
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4. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL RECURSIVE MATRICES 
In the sequel, a matrix will be a map, 
M:L”Xil”+A, 
and for every h, k E L” we will write mh,k in place of M(h, k). 
For every h E L” the hth generating function of the matrix M is the series, 
M(h) = c m,,kTk. 
kEPn 
An ordered pair (M, N) of matrices will be said to be an admissible pair if 
the following condition holds for every h, k E Z”, 
the summation Cd mh,dnd,k, has a finite number of nonzero 
entries. c*> 
If (M, N) is an admissible pair, the usual convolution product M X N is well 
defined. 
An ordered triple (M, N, P) of matrices will be said to be an admissible 
triple if the pairs (M, N) and (N, P) are admissible and, moreover, the 
following condition holds for every h, k E Z”, 
the summation Zd,fm,,dnd,fpf,k, has a finite number of nonzero 
entries. (**) 
If (M, N, P) is an admissible triple, the products M x N, N x P, 
(M X N) X P, M x (N x P) are defined and, furthermore, (M x N) x P = 
MX (Nx P). 
Let a = (a, ,..., cr,) be a diagonal delta set, p any series in K The (a,@ 
recursive matrix is the matrix M whose generating functions satisfy the iden- 
tities, 
M(h) = ah/3, for every h E Z “. 
This matrix will be denoted by R (a, p). Note that R(a, p) = R(y, 8) if and 
only if a = y and p = 6 whenever p is a nonzero series, while R(a, [) = R(y, [) 
for every diagonal delta set a, y. Finally, we remark that the identity matrix 
I= (6,,,) is the (2, u)-recursive matrix. 
If A4 and N are recursive matrices, it is straightforward to verify that the 
pairs (M, N) and (N, M) are admissible and, hence, the products A4 x N, 
N X M are defined. 
THEOREM 1. Let a, y  be diagonal delta sets, /I, 6 E r, /If 5 # 6. We 
have 
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P~OOJ: Set R(a,/?) = P= (p&, R(y, S) = Q = (qh,k), P X Q =M= (%,k). 
We have 
M(h) =c (ZPk,d~d,f) T’= 2 Ph,dQ(d) = 2 PWY~~ 
f d d d 
= (P(h) 0 y)S = ((a”,d) 0 y)6 = (a 0 y)“(/3 0 y)6. 1 
We define a linear operator T on the A-module of all matrices, 
M:U”XZ”+A, 
by setting M = (mh,J, TM = N = (Q), 
n h,k = m-k,-h for every h, k E 12”. 
The operator T is an involution. Furthermore, if (M, N) is an admissible 
pair, then (TN, TM) is an admissible pair and T(M X N) = TN X TM. 
The following results, whose proofs are straightforward, will be useful in 
the sequel of the paper. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let (M, N) be an admissible pair. Set 
M x N = P = (ph,J. We have 
P h,k = (0 t M(h) W-k)). 
(4.2) P ROPOSITION. Let p be a series in r. We have 
TR (2, P> = R (7, 8. 
THEOREM 2. Let a = (al ,..., a,,) be a diagonal delta set. We have 
R(&, o) = TR(a, P(a)), 
where P(a) = det(r, crj r ajaj). 
ProoJ Set M = R(a, o), N = R(a, P(a)), M x TN = P = (~~-3. The pair 
(M, TN) is immediately seen to be admissible. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1, 
P h,k = (0 I M(h) T*N-W = (0 1 M(h) W--k)) 
= (0 1 ahapkP(a)) = 1 if h = k, 
=o otherwise, 
by Lemma (3.2). Then, the product R(a, U) x TR(a, P(a)) equals the identity 
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matrix R(r, u). Now, the triple (R(&, o), R(a, u), TR(a, P(a))) is admissible 
and, hence, by Theorem 1, we get 
TR(a, P(a)) = (R(ci, 0) X R(a, 0)) X TR(a, P(a)) 
= R@, 0) x @(a, 0) X TR(a, P(a)>> 
=R(ii, 0). I 
THEOREM 3. Let a = (a, ,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set, /3 a series in r. 
We have 
TR(a, /3) = R (6, P(k)@ o 6)). 
Prooj By Theorem 1, we get R(a, p) = R(a, u) X R(T, p) and, hence, 
TR(a,/?)= TR(q/?) x TR(a, u)=R(qj?) X R(&, P@))=R(k,P(&)(/?o k)). 1 
A useful corollary of our previous theorems is 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let a = (al,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set. Then 
P(ti) = (P(a) 0 6)-‘. 
ProoJ: We have 
R(a, u) = T’R(a, u) = TR(&, P(k)) = TR(q P(6)) X TR(& 0) 
= R(t, P(G)) x R(a, P(a)) = R(a, (P(G) 0 a) P(a)). 1 
5. APPLICATIONS 
1. Inversion Formulas of the Lagrange-Good Type 
The first effective multivariate generalization of the Lagrange formula was 
due to Good [ 141 in the case of analytic functions. Later, his result was 
extended by different authors to formal power series (see, e.g., 
[9, 13, 18, 221). We hardly need to recall that our results hold for diagonal 
delta sets in which the series are not restricted to power series. 
THEOREM 4. Let a = (al,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set and 
ii = (El )...) &,), its functional inverse. Then we have 
(d 1 Ej) = (-e, 1 apdP(a)). 
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Proof: Set R(a, P(a)) = M = (wz,,~) and I?(&, o) = N= (n,,k). Then, by 
Theorem 2, 
(dl ~i)=nei,d=m-d,-ei=(-ej/ amdP(U)). 1 
A useful variant of Theorem 4 is 
THEOREM 5. Let a = (a, ,..., a,,) be a diagonal delta set, ,8 a series in r, 
Then we have 
/I = c bdad, 
d 
where 
b, = (0 1 pa -dP(a)). 
ProoJ Let us consider the identity, 
R(2, P) X R(ii, 0) X R(a, 0) = R(z, P). 
Setting R(z, /3) X Ii@, o) = M = (m,,,), we obviously have b, = mO,d, by 
Theorem 1. By Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 2 one gets immediately the 
assertion. I 
2. The “Master Theorem” of MacMahon 
The first proof of this theorem appeared in MacMahon’s book 726, 
pp. 93-1231 in 1915. The reader in search of motivation can see the third 
chapter of [27], which is devoted to a contemporary account of the subject. 
A rather concise proof has been given by Good in [ 151 using his Lagrange- 
type formula of [ 141 and contour integration. The first combinatorial proof 
is perhaps that of Cartier and Foata [8, pp. 54-571. Not long ago, Joni 
exhibited a direct combinatorial derivation of the master theorem from the 
Lagrange-Good formula [22]. 
THEOREM 6. Let M = (mij) be a square matrix, i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, mij E A. 
Set Xi = cj mijzj. Then for every n-tuple d = (d, ,..., d,) of nonnegative 
integers, we have 
Cd I X:” **. Xzn) = (d ( (det(bij- rim,))-‘). 
ProoJ Set ai = r,(l +X,)-l for every i = 1,2,..., n. Clearly, we have 
(Cd I X;‘l . . . X2) = (01 a;dl . . . a;dn). 
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By Theorem 2, 
(01 aydl .a- .;“*)=(d/P(ii)) 
and, by Proposition 4.3, 
P(k) = (P(a) 0 ii) ~ ‘. 
Now 
(P(a) o ii-’ = (det(r,a;’ ajai) 0 G)-’ 
= (det(dij - o,mii) 0 6))’ 
= (det(liij - t,m,)-‘. 1 
3. The Carlitz-Joni Expansions 
Some special cases of Theorem 7 have been found by Carlitz [5-71 and 
Cigler [lo]. Recently, Joni derived the general form of this beautiful result 
[23] from the Steffensen formula for polynomial sequences of binomial type, 
demonstrating a bijection between a class of expansion formulas and the 
class of (n-dimensional) Sheffer sequences of polynomials. 
We recall that, a polynomial sequence, over a field IK of characteristic 
zero, 
is said to be a Sheffer sequence if there exist a set a = (al,...? CI,) of power 
series, invertible with respect to functional composition, and a power series /I 
with w(/3) = 0 and (0 I,8) = 1, such that 
Extensive literature exists on these polynomials sequenc’es (see, e.g., 
[3, 13,22, 32, 34, 36,371). 
THEOREM 7. Let M= (mij) denote an n X n array of real or complex 
numbers and let (p,,(x)) be the Sheffer sequence relative to the series p and 
to the set a = (al,..., a,,). Then, for any n-tuple of real or complex numbers 
b l,..., b,, we have 
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where, for j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
hj= 2 h;mij, 
i=l 
and, for every i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
E,(T) = i mijaj(r) 
j=l 
and ui = Tie-“‘. 
Proof: Set 
Pe b,a,+...+b,a, 
det(bii - ri c?$$) 
= C ahut . . . uh,“. 
,, 
By Theorem 5, 
ah,,....h, = 
eb,q+. +b,n, 
det(bij - ri 8,~~) 
det(ri(rie-“‘)-I ajrie-ui) 
X he > -G, -h, . . . ( r,eean 
Ph(h + bl,..., h, + b,) = 
h,! a-- h,! ’ 
, 
4. Higher Dimensional Faber Polynomials 
These sequences of polynomials have been extensively studied by different 
authors in the one-variable case (see, e.g., [20,38, 391). As a further 
application of our methods we extend the definition of Faber polynomials to 
the multivariate case and prove a generalized version of the so-called Schur- 
Jabotinsky theorem. 
Let a = (aI ,..., CZ,) be a diagonal delta set such that, for every i = 1, 2,..., n, 
ai = ri&i, 
where oi, is a power series and ~(6,) = 0. 
By elementary arguments one shows that there exists a unique polynomial 
sequence 
hi E Z, h > 0, deg(pa = h, 
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such that 
p@,‘,..., a;’ )=7-h+ c CkTk. 
k>O 
This polynomial sequence is called the sequence of Faber polynomials of a. 
The next result is a generalization of the Schur-Jabotinsky theorem [20,38]. 
Our proof is very much in the spirit of Jabotinsky’s. 
THEOREM 8. Let (p:) be the sequence of Faber polynomials of a. Then 
we have 
p;: = k$o (h I a”P6.9) rk. 
ProoJ Set M = (mh,k) = R(a,o) and N = (nh.k) = R(&, o). For every 
h = (h, ,..., h,), hi E Z, h > 0, consider the polynomial 
Obviously, we have deg(p,) = h. Furthermore, 
ph(cf;l ,..., a;‘) = 1 nph,_ka-k 
k>O 
We note that k d d implies mk,d = 0 and, hence, if d < 0, then 
-h,-km-k,d= Yn -h,-km-k,d- -h.d’ -6 
k>O kzn 
This implies that (ph) is the sequence of Faber polynomials of a, and, by 
Theorem 2, the statement follows. 1 
5. Reman’s Theory of Formal Series 
Not long ago, Roman presented a multivariate version [35] of his 
remarkable “umbra1 calculus” over inverse Laurent series [33, 341. As a 
final motivation of our work, we sketch the main lines of Roman’s theory, 
which can be recovered in full by simple applications of our results on 
recursive matrices. 
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First, we introduce the algebra P of all series in the variables r,,..., rn of 
the form, 
f= i c bgd, 
u=--co d:w(d)=u 
where the summations ZdzwCd) = u are finite, b, E A, and k is an integer. In the 
sequel, we will adopt the same notational conventions for r and P. 
We now define an action of r on P, given a series, 




(a/f)= 5 2 a&,. 
u=h d:w(d)=u 
A sequence (f&, k E Z”, &E P is called the associated sequence for the 
diagonal delta set (r = (a i,..., a,) if it satisfies the condition, 
(a" Ifk) = hl,k~ for every h, k E Z n. 
The next result contains Theorem 1 of [35]. 
THEOREM 9. Every diagonal delta set has a unique associated sequence. 
Furthermore, if Q is a diagonal delta set and (fk> is its associated sequence, 
the matrix, 
M = (mh,kh %.k = ch / fk> 
is the (d;, v)-recursive matrix. 
ProojI Let a = (al,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set. Let us consider the 
recursive matrix R(a, o) = A4 = (m&J For every k E Z”, the series, 
belongs to P, by Theorem 2. Furthermore, (f,J is the associated sequence for 
a, by Theorem 1. Suppose (g3 be another associated sequence for a and let 
N= (nh,k) be the matrix nh,k = (h 1 gk). Since g, E P for every k E Z”, the 
triple (M, R(a, v), N) is admissible and, hence, N = M. 0 
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Now let 
be the linear operator, 
For every a, /I E r, S(Orp) = S(a) S(j3), that is, S is an algebra isomorphism. 
We define another action of r on P, by setting 
(a I f) = S(a)f for every a E r, f E P. 
It is immediate that (rhl TV) = ~~-k. Furthermore, since (a If) = 
(0 1 S(a)f), it follows that (ap 1 f) = (0 I S(c$)f) = (0 I S(a) S(j3)f) = 
(a I WV) = (a I Co If>), for every a, P E r, f E p. 
Theorem 10 contains Theorems 5 and 6 of [35]. 
THEOREM 10. Let a = (al,..., a,) be a diagonal delta set and (fJ a 
sequence of series in P. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (f,) is the associated sequence for a; 
@> to I fk> = &,k and(ah/fk)=fk_,,foreveryh,kELn; 
(iii) f, = Jac(a,,..., a,) . (a;‘--kl ..* a;lpk* I r;’ .-. r;‘) (transfer 
formula). 
ProoJ Recalling the definitions of the operators T and S, the 
equivalences (i) o (ii) and (i) o (iii) are immediate consequences of 
Theorems 9 and 2. I 
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